We extend the definition of hopfions to include a class of spin-h fields and use this to introduce the electromagnetic and gravitational hopfions of different algebraic types. The fields are constructed through the Penrose contour integral transform, thus the singularities of the generating functions are directly related to the geometry of the resulting physical fields. We discuss this relationship and how the topological structure of the fields is related to the Robinson congruence. Since the topology appears in the lines of force for both electromagnetism and gravity, the gravito-electromagnetic formalism is used to analyze the gravitational hopfions and describe the time evolution of their tendex and vortex lines. The correspondence between fields of different spin results in analogous configurations based on the same topological structure. The null and type N fields propagate at the speed of light, while the non-null and type D fields radiate energy outward from the center. Finally we discuss the type III gravitational hopfion, which has no direct electromagnetic analog, but find that it still exhibits some of the characteristic features common to the other hopfion fields.
Introduction
Since the earliest days of electromagnetism, when Gauss introduced his integral for calculating the linking number of two curves in 1833, the topology of physical fields has been of interest [1] . Around the same time, Faraday developed the concept of lines of force to give a direct, physical description of electromagnetic phenomena [2] . By the turn of the 20th century "tangles" or knots in solar currents were already being observed and could be explained by magnetic effects [3, 4] . Since then, the topological properties of lines of force, such as their linking, knotting, twisting, and kinking, have been studied in many physical systems [5, 6] .
Faraday had also hoped to find a similar intuitive description for gravitational lines of force. Although he and other scientists such as Maxwell gave much thought to finding this analogy connecting electromagnetism and gravity, they were never able to give an adequate explanation or mathematical formulation for this relationship [7] . In modern times, the connection between massless linear relativistic fields of different spin has been understood in terms of the SL(2, C) spinor field equations. In this language, the spin-N equations -the Dirac, Maxwell, Rarita-Schwinger, and linear Einstein equations -take on a similar form [8] . Their solutions can be expressed in terms of complex contour integrals allowing one to construct analogous fields based on topologically nontrivial configurations for any spin.
The concept of field lines can be applied to gravity, as was once hoped by Faraday and Maxwell, by decomposing the curvature tensor into the forces experienced by a particular time-like observer allowing one to gain an intuitive understanding of the dynamics of curved space-time [9] [10] [11] . This gravito-electromagnetic analogy provides a direct way of analyzing linked and knotted fields, since the topology physically manifests in the lines of force for both electromagnetism and gravity. The topology of lines of force is also related to the dynamics of electromagnetic fields [12] [13] [14] . The spin-N correspondence suggests that topology may influence the dynamics of gravitational fields and the gravito-electromagnetic analogy may provide an avenue for investigating such effects.
In this work, we will study fields with a topological structure based on the Hopf map, which is a surjective map sending great circles on S 3 to points on S 2 , denoted by
The great circles on S 3 are called the fibers of the map, and when stereographically projected onto R 3 correspond to the integral curves of physical fields. These circles lie on nested toroidal surfaces and each is linked with every other circle exactly once, creating the characteristic Hopf structure. The homotopy invariant of the map between two spheres is called the Hopf invariant, or Hopf index. This also corresponds to the topological invariant on R 3 , the linking number of the fibers. Traditionally, the term hopfion has referred to soliton field configurations with Hopf index unity [15] . These kinds of hopfions have enjoyed a wide variety of application in many areas of physics [16] . In particle physics, hopfions manifest as stable knot-like structures in field theoretic descriptions of hadrons [17, 18] . Hopfions have also been shown to represent localized topological solitons in several physical systems, including superfluid He phases [19] , spinor Bose-Einstein condensates [20] , and MHD descriptions of plasma [21] . It has also been shown that there exists a radiative solution, referred to as the EM hopfion, which is a solution to the vacuum Maxwell equations with the property that the field lines belonging to either the electric, magnetic, and Poynting vector fields have linking number one and lie on the surfaces of nested tori [22] .
An alternative construction for hopfion fields is based on the Robinson congruence, a null shearfree geodesic congruence that lies tangent to a Hopf fibration on all constant-time spatial foliations of Minkowski space. Thus a hopfion can be defined as a field configuration whose principal null directions (PNDs) all lie tangent to Robinson congruences. The twistor formalism provides a convenient method for obtaining these hopfions. Given a dual twistor 1 A α = (ω A , π A ), there is an associated spinor field A A = ω A − ix AA π A called the Robinson field whose flagpole is the Robinson congruence associated with the twistor [23] . This suggests that a hopfion may be represented entirely using twistors.
Previously, we have used this formalism to construct the null EM hopfion solutions and find an analogous topologically non-trivial type N gravitational wave solution [24] . Under time evolution, these radiative fields deform, but maintain their linked structure while propagating at the speed of light. In this work, we investigate how twistor methods can be used to find the spin-h hopfion solutions of different spinor classifications. In particular, we will construct the non-null electromagnetic, type D and type III gravitational hopfion solutions, and then characterize the topology of their lines of force. The non-null and type D fields do not propagate, but radiate energy from the center of the configuration in all directions. The type III gravitational hopfion has no analogous EM counterpart, but can be written as a combination of the null and non-null hopfions. It also shares some of the distinctive traits of the other hopfions, for example they are localized, finite-energy fields with linked field line configurations.
Twistor Integral Methods
We consider the relationship between the singularities of the twistor generating functions and the geometry of the associated space-time fields. Since the fields are constructed through a contour integral transform, the poles of the twistor functions determine the spinor structure of the solutions in Minkowski space [25, 26] . By modifying the twistor function that generates the null EM hopfion, we find the generating function for a non-null EM solution with linked field lines. In a similar manner, we use the type N hopfion to construct gravitational hopfions of different Petrov classifications.
For our analysis, we will consider massless linear relativistic fields of helicity h, so their spin and helicity values are equivalent. Given a real-valued spin-h field ϕ A 1 ...A 2h written in the self-dual SL(2, C) spinor representation, the field can be decomposed into 2h single-index spinors called its principal spinors [27] . This is described by the relation
with the one-index spinors representing the field's PNDs via their flagpole directions. Thus, for a hopfion arising from the definition given above, the PNDs of the spinors A, . . . , D lie tangent to Robinson congruences. For example, a null spin-1 field can be written as
where A A is an SL(2, C) spinor which defines the doubly degenerate principle null direction of F ab and f (x) is a scalar function that is determined by the electromagnetic field equation. This suggests for any helicity h there is an analogous spinor field
with 2h-fold degenerate PNDs, but we will need to find the scaling function f h (x) that satisfies the appropriate spin-h field equation. The twistor formalism allows for the generalization of spin-1 fields to fields of any spin. The Penrose transform expresses solutions to the massless field equations as contour integrals over homogeneous twistor functions F (Z)
where Γ is a contour on the Celestial sphere of x and
so that the degree of homogeneity is related to the helicity by n hom = −2h−2 [28] . In the Appendix, we give the explicit calculation of the non-null hopfion fields as an example to demonstrate how the pole structure of F (Z) determines the corresponding field geometry through the contour integral in Eqn. (4) . The twistor function which gives way to the EM hopfion through the Penrose transform is given by
where the contour is taken around the pole defined by A α . To understand how the generating function relates to a particular space-time field configuration, consider the pole structure of Eqn. (6) . The term (A · Z) has a simple pole and the power of the (B · Z) term is chosen to give us homogeneity -4, and thus a spin-1 field. This approach leads directly to the spin-h analogue. We keep the single pole for the (A · Z) term and the power of the (B · Z) term is determined by the relation between helicity and homogeneity n hom = −2h − 2 from Eqn. (5) . The generating function for the spin-h hopfion is then
We find the associated spinor field from the Penrose transform of this twistor function is
where Ω is a constant scalar, y is a constant 4-vector determined by the specific values of A α and B β , and A A is the spinor field associated to the twistor A α (see Appendix for definitions). As expected, we find the solution has a 2h-fold degeneracy in its PNDs and the Penrose transform has given us the correct form of the scalar function that will satisfy the field equations.
Petrov Variants
The twistor function in Eqn. (7) had a single pole which resulted in a spinor field with all its PNDs degenerate (null EM or type N gravity fields). Changing the pole structure yields solutions of different Petrov classes. Because the Penrose transform is a contour integral, when transforming functions with a pole of order greater than one Cauchy's integral formula involves the derivative of F (Z). This derivative brings the other spinor field, in this case B B , into the numerator thus breaking the degeneracy of the PNDs. For example, the twistor function
results in non-null EM {11} or type D gravity {22} fields for h = 1, 2 given by
where A A and B A define the h-fold degenerate principle null directions. The details of the Penrose transform for the non-null spin-1 fields are given in the Appendix, and the other field types are found by a similar calculation. This gives all the classifications of the EM field strength tensor, which has two PNDs. For gravity we can also extend this to other classifications for which there is no EM analog, for example hopfion fields of Petrov type III are generated by
resulting in the field
In summary, the simplest hopfions correspond to homogeneous twistor functions of the form 2
and the general solution is
The spinor A A is the Robinson field of the twistor A α , and similarly B A is the corresponding Robinson field for the twistor B β . Thus the hopfions of different algebraic type are characterized by two quantities a and b, with 2h = a + b.
We now see that the null EM and null (type N) gravitational hopfions which we studied in [24] are elementary hopfions with a = 0. In fact all null hopfions take this form, as seen from the expression in Eqn. (15) where, in the case a = 0, the PNDs are all proportional to the flagpole of A A and thus completely degenerate.
Electromagnetic Hopfions
Before we consider the gravitational hopfions, we give a brief overview of the electromagnetic hopfions. The EM solutions are characterized by h = 1, and thus have two distinct classifications: fields with two degenerate PNDs (null) and fields with two distinct PNDs (non-null). The null solution, originally due to Rañada [22] , can be derived using the pullback of the area element on S 2 via the Hopf map to generate a field configuration with linked field lines. The alternative derivation using twistor generating functions presented here can be used to generalize the null solution to fields of different algebraic type based on the same topological structure. We use this method to construct the non-null EM hopfion and explore its properties.
Null EM Hopfion
The null EM hopfion ϕ A B ∼ A A A B is the simplest example of a hopfion, and exhibits a topologically non-trivial field line structure which is preserved as time evolves. It is a solution to the vacuum Maxwell equations such that any two field lines are closed and linked exactly once [33, 34] . When an EM hopfion is decomposed onto hyperplanes of constant time there always exists a hyperplane wherein the electric, magnetic, or Poynting vector fields are tangent to the fibers of three orthogonal Hopf fibrations [35] . The Hopf structure of the Poynting vector propagates at the speed of light without deformation. As time evolves, the electric and magnetic fields deform, but the topology is conserved, so that the field lines still lie on the surfaces of nested tori and have linking number one. The field line structure is illustrated in Figure 1 .
To construct these fields from Eqn. correspond to Robinson congruences oriented in the +z and −z directions, respectively. The same choice of A α and B α is used in conjunction with Eqn. (15) to construct the hopfion fields of different algebraic type. The expressions for the electric and magnetic fields are complicated, but the solution takes a simple form when written as a Riemann-Silberstein (RS) vector
with r 2 = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 . We will analyze the gravitational solutions in terms of the properties of the EM hopfions, such as the energy density u and Poynting vector S. For the null case, these are given by
The term d(x) = (1 + 2(t 2 + r 2 ) + (t 2 − r 2 ) 2 ) is a function related to the energy distribution of the field that appears in the expressions for all the hopfions. The overall scalar factor describes one of the quintessential features of these topological structures, namely that the energy density is concentrated at the center and falls off rapidly in the outward radial direction. 
Non-null EM Hopfion
The non-null EM hopfion ϕ A B ∼ A (A B B ) can also be neatly expressed with a RS vector,
At t = 0 the E field for this solution is everywhere tangent to a Hopf fibration, while B and hence S are identically zero since the RS vector is purely real. For t = 0, B = 0 and the field line topologies for E and B are not preserved since E · B = 0, however the fields are still finite energy. The field line structure of S shows that the solution does not propagate, but rather energy flows outward from the center of the configuration. These results are collected in Figure 2 . A related non-null solution found using the pullback method is given in Ref. [13] , which is dual to fields described here. The non-null EM hopfion has the following expressions for the energy density and Poynting vector
We will see in the next section that these are related to the analogous gravitational hopfion fields.
Gravitational Hopfions
The gravitational hopfions are characterized by h = 2, so there are a total of five distinct non-trivial gravitational hopfions, given by the Petrov types N, D, III, II, and I which classify the degeneracies of the PNDs. Here we review the type N, then present the type III and type D hopfions and analyze their structure using the GEM formalism.
Review of GEM Tidal Tensors
When analyzing the gravitational hopfions, it is useful to employ the gravito-electromagnetic (GEM) formalism, especially in cases where one can use this analogy to extract useful information about a solution from its electromagnetic counterpart. For spin-1, the Penrose transorm will generate a solution to the source-free field equation
from which we construct the field strength tensor 3 by
For an observer at rest, we can decompose this into the standard electric and magnetic fields
The integral curves of E b and B b are the electromagnetic field lines. For spin-2, the source-free field equation and Weyl curvature tensor are
In direct analogy with the decomposition of the electromagnetic field, the Weyl tensor C abcd can be decomposed into an even-parity "electric" tensor E ij called the tidal field and an odd-parity "magnetic" tensor B ij called the frame-drag field [9] . For an observer at rest, these are
These tensors are symmetric and traceless, and are thus characterized entirely by their eigensystem configuration. The GE tensor has eigenvectors whose integral curves define the tendex lines and the eigenvalues E are the magnitude of the tidal acceleration along these lines, where the relative acceleration over a small spatial separation is given by ∆a = −E .
Positive (negative) eigenvalues correspond to a compressive (stretching) force. The GM tensor has eigenvectors whose integral curves define the vortex lines and their eigenvalues B are the magnitude of the gyroscope precession about the vortex lines ∆Ω = B .
Positive (negative) eigenvalues correspond to a clockwise (counter-clockwise) precession. The tendex and vortex lines are the gravitational lines of force for an observer at rest, which represent the analog of EM field lines. 3 We use the conventions of Penrose as in Ref. [27] , so that
In the GEM formalism, there are two local duality invariants analogous to the energy density and the Poynting vector in electromagnetism [36] . These are the super-energy density U and the super-Poynting vector P, given by
Type N GEM Hopfion
The type N gravitational hopfion, previously studied in [24] , has the form ϕ A B C D ∼ A A A B A C A D and provides a good starting point for discussing the use of GEM in studying hopfions. For the type N hopfions, the Weyl decomposition has eigenvalues for both the GE and GM fields that take the form {λ − , λ 0 , λ + }, with λ − (x) ≤ λ 0 (x) ≤ λ + (x) for all points x in space-time. We will label the eigenvectors {e − , e 0 , e + } and {b − , b 0 , b + } corresponding to the eigenvalues for the tidal and frame-drag fields respectively. The type N fields are purely radiative, so the eigenvalues take the simple form {−Λ, 0, Λ} where Λ(x) is a function on space-time.
The eigenvectors e 0 and b 0 are both equivalent to the Poynting vector in Eqn. (19) for the null EM hopfion, up to an overall scalar. For the remaining eigenvector fields, we can construct RS vectors f e = e − + ie + and f b = b − + ib + which are related to the RS vector of the null EM hopfion from Eqn. (16) by
where
The tendex and vortex lines have been plotted numerically in Figure 3 . The super-energy and super-Poynting vector for this field are related to the duality invariants of the null EM hopfion by
Thus, we find the same Hopf structure that propagates at the speed of light. The surfaces of constant energy are concentric spheres, as in the spin-1 case, but the magnitude drops off more quickly in the radial direction.
Type D GEM Hopfion
The type D gravitational hopfion
is the gravitational analog of the non-null EM hopfion, in that its PNDs are split evenly into two sets. For spin-2, the two sets consist of pairs of doubly degenerate PNDs. This hopfion has eigenvalue structure {2Λ, −Λ + λ, −Λ − λ}, where λ = 0 at t = 0 simplifying the eigenvalue structure to {2Λ, −Λ, −Λ}. Note that Λ(x) used here represents a different function than the Λ(x) used before to describe the type N hopfion; we use the symbol only to describe the overall structure of the eigenvalues. This eigenvalue configuration is interesting because at t = 0 the eigenvalues −Λ ± λ coincide, so their eigenvectors collapse into a doubly degenerate eigenspace. Furthermore, at t = 0, the GE field e 2Λ is exactly tangent to a Hopf fibration and the frame-drag field vanishes, hence the GM eigenvalues and eigenvectors vanish as well. The values of Λ and λ are rather complicated, so we will not present them here. The tendex and vortex lines have been plotted numerically in Figure 4 . The expressions for the super-energy and super-Poynting vector of the type D hopfion are quite long, but they take a simpler form when written in terms of the duality invariants of the non-null EM hopfion
and
Similarly to the non-null EM case, the super-Poynting vector indicates that the field configuration radiates energy outward from the center in all directions, but the overall structure does not propagate. 
Type III GEM Hopfion
The type III gravitational hopfion ϕ A B C D ∼ A (A A B A C B D ) has one set of triply degenerate PNDs and one unique PND. This hopfion has eigenvalue structure {λ − , λ 0 , λ + } = {−Λ, λ, Λ − λ}, where λ = 0 at t = 0. We again note that the functions Λ(x) and λ(x) used here represent different functions than those used to describe the type N and type D hopfions. At t = 0, both the GE and GM fields are tangent to three orthogonal Hopf fibrations, but with different orientations than the type N configuration. For type III, the eigenvectors e 0 and b 0 are not aligned with the superPoynting vector, but rather are orthogonal to it (and each other). The tendex and vortex lines have been plotted numerically in Figure 5 .
Comparing the type III hopfion to the EM hopfions, we see that the two sets of local duality invariants are similar. The super-energy is related by where
The super-Poynting vector can be written in terms of two vector terms that are exactly the same as the vector terms in the Poynting vectors of the EM fields, from Eqns. (19) and (22), up to the overall scalar factors
Thus we see the field is comprised of two distinct structures. The first term in Eqn. (42) 
Type II and Type I Fields
Finally, we briefly mention the type II and type I fields. It is not possible to generate algebraically special fields of these types from a twistor function of the form in Eqn. (14) . Type II fields contain three distinct PNDs, therefore one must introduce a (C · Z) term into Eqn. (14) , where the twistor C γ has the associated spinor field C A which becomes one PND. However, when you apply Cauchy's integral theorem to the contour integral the derivative requires you use the product rule, thus the result includes multiple terms. The solution is then a linear combination of different type II fields. A similar situation arises for type I.
Conclusion
The beauty of the Penrose transform lies in its complex contour integral nature, which allows for the application of Cauchy's theorem to bring out the spinor structure of solutions in M. We used this method to modify the generating functions corresponding to the null EM and type N GEM hopfions and construct a class of spin-h fields, including the non-null electromagnetic, type D and type III gravitational hopfions. We characterized the tendex and vortex structure of the gravitational hopfions using the gravito-electromagnetic formalism, and showed that the linked configuration of the Hopf fibration appears in the lines of force. The fields based on the Hopf fibration studied here represent some of the simplest topological structures found in continuous, space-filling configurations. The methods we have presented could potentially be extended to the construction of classical electromagnetic and gravitational fields based on more intricate topologies. For example, the radiative hopfions -null electromagnetic and type N gravitational hopfions -have been shown to be the simplest case in a class of solutions with field line structures based on torus knots [37, 38] . The twist knots are the simplest class of knots after the torus knots [39] , and have already been observed in other areas of physics such as polymer materials [40, 41] , DNA organization [42, 43] , and quantum field theory [44, 45] . Identifying new field configurations and studying their properties could open new physical applications, and deepening our understanding of field line topology gives us insight into the structure and dynamics of physical systems.
We will calculate the Penrose transform φ(X) A B = 1 2πi
with f (Z) given by Eqn. (9) with h = 1
Let A α and B α be dual twistors associated to the spinor fields A A and B B according to
The measure can be written in the form
We also have the relations
Introducing the canonical spin bases {o A , ι A } into the primed spin space S we have that
Thus
where ζ = π 1 /π 0 , µ = A 0 /A 1 , and ν = B 0 /B 1 represent the projective coordinate and poles respectively. After the variable substitutions, the integral is straightforward. Taking the contour Γ to enclose the pole −µ and integrating each of the above terms in turn we arrive at 1 2πi
which we reassemble to give the spinor field φ A B as where Ω = A A B A is a constant scalar and the point y is given by
